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ABSTRACT  

 “Education is the passport to the future; 
Tomorrow, the souvenir belongs to those who endeavor for it today.” 

 
As a corollary to this globalized Industrial revolution, the professional education has 
been in the chore of levering its scheme from classical to brand new with a 
contemporaneous change in quality assertion predominantly in terms of goals and 
outcomes rather than inputs and processes. When corporatists believe that education 
should be measured by individual students’ achievement, the UGC has made it clear 
that Outcome-based education (OBE) should henceforth be implemented in a 
systematic manner in tertiary education courses in all institutions and would have the 
autonomy to develop their own framework, because of its revelation for all education 
programmes in colossal values such as pointing up on what area do the students focus, 
how excel do they gain it and how the assessor knows that the students are trained 
well, for their life application. The key fact of OBE is totality of Quality management 
in Education scrupulously depends on Quality Outcomes. As the industry emphasizes 
that it is imperative for engineering education also to change, there is a dismal impose 
for engineering to implement OBE, so that mobility of qualification is ensured. In fact, 
OBE, a brawny strategy of education contemplating the goals that underpins each 
factor of an educational system including curriculum planning through the means of 
appropriate adaptable approaches in teaching-learning process and the appraisal of 
students. The operational command of OBE is to limelight the indispensable 
applicable competencies of the professional students in their life, after accomplishing 
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their appropriate learning end-products. In this interim, it is germane to say about a 
tradition of engineering schools, that is, focusing almost entirely on technical skills and 
leaving behind the underdeveloped competences in non-technical attributes such as 
communicative acumen, team work, life-long learning and even management skills. In 
this perspective, this paper travels around the enhancement and estimation of OBE in 
engineering, particularly, in the discipline of English curriculum. 
 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Whilst all the configurations of the world are refurbished;  

There is an obligation to renovate the edification too.  

In accordance with the outlook that change is the evergreen constant, in this 
current global geo-political environment, our emerging world has changed its entire 
phases on all aspects and got a more vibrant place, where the phase of engineering, had 
also forged an irretrievable intuition in every walk of our lives and our identity, through 
technology. Nevertheless, the eternal globalization stipulates unsurpassed mobility of 
engineering talents on the basis of the skills and competencies needed for the 
profession, rather than mere pedantic knowledge. This has resulted in engineering 
educational managements to overhaul the mode they delineate their educational 
policies, revamp their curriculum and evaluation of end-products at all levels, 
congregate substantiation of learning and scrutinize outcomes through an array of 
assessment tools and to carry out continuous total quality improvement process. In 
such backdrop, the Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) stratagem alleges that it has 
high caliber on students to exhibit their expertise in knowledge and skills down to their 
learning outcomes.  

Allied to this modern epoch, OBE has stretched out its reputation and has 
been pertinently upheld among all higher education institutions by the University 
Grants Committee (UGC) and the logic there is on how the educational schoolings 
could evaluate the learning upshots of the students as mandated by corporal sectors. 
The overture of OBE approach in professional education signs an era of momentous 
learning for the preeminent endurance. Moreover, it is supposed to be on the track to 
transfigure the educational structure from inputs-root to outputs-root. The attributes 
of OBE are to comprehend the competencies and survey the diverse learning activities 
with peers and the wards in mastering their goals without time constrictions.  

LEARNING OBJECTIVES OF OBE 
It is a herald of quality education, while a student displays his insight of 

dexterity as explicated in the learning outputs, which help the faculty members to take 
a more sanctimonious view of the educational experiences of the student. Marking the 
learning objectives in advance helps the teaching faculty to pick the course contents, 
fix on how long each topic is to be apportioned, generate apposite assignments to 
mold the students practice their learning in the class; and propose pertinent tests to 
appraise their learning. Setting such intentions is more pragmatic than merely laying 
down the syllabus to pedagogues. Learning objectives can be functional if they are 
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conferred with the androgogues in the form of source guides for assessment. When the 
wards have an apparent comprehending of what is anticipated of them, it may facilitate 
them to put in order the top and convene the prospects. To boot, these learning 
objectives can be an aid to assess Teaching-Learning Process (TLP) and launch 
comment sessions for students and stakeholders. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES OF OBE 
Learning end-results of OBE endow with confirmable reports of what learners 

are projected to be acquainted with and what he has brought out, i.e. the level of 
competence, at the finale of the learning bustle more keenly than the intents of the 
pedagogue. Competencies signify a package of knowledge, comprehension, 
interpersonal, intellectual, cognitive, meta-cognitive, ethical and practical skills.  

The OBE approach creates a unique differentiation between the Program 
objectives and the learning outcomes in teaching activity, explicitly, the teacher’s point 
of view versus the students’ point of view and intended results of teaching versus the 
achieved results of learning. For instance, in this learner-centric OBE, teachers 
ascertain the best standards of crystal performance on the well framed curriculum, to 
help the students to accomplish the intended outcomes such as knowledge, skills and 
personality developments to grab the prolonged opportunities, why because all learners 
cannot learn the same thing in the same way and at the same time.  

The inimitability of OBE stratagem is that the proposal of the teaching system, 
principally the teaching techniques used and the assessment tasks are scheduled to 
make the learning activities to reach the desired end result, which accentuates that the 
ward must be the active one and he should execute some performance to be 
accomplished, not the activity or task. On victorious finishing point of the course, the 
graduates will be able to review the research designs and methods, to self evaluate their 
own potencies and flaws, to fine-tune their upcoming presentations in the limelight of 
their self-evaluations and to commune efficiently in verbal and writing skills. Thus, 
OBE matters ultimately not what is taught, but what is learnt, i.e. the incorporation of 
syllabus, teaching and appraisal entails a shift from a transmissive mode of tutoring to a 
process of facilitating that is, contemplating only outcomes not rankings. 
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OBE BLUEPRINT 

 

 

 

 
 In four factors, the OBE model computes the advancement of the graduates. 
They are Program Outcomes (PO), Course Outcomes (CO), Program Educational 
Objectives (PEO) and Program Specific Outcomes (PSOs). Program Educational 
Objectives are wide-ranging statements that depict the entire engineering professional 
success; whereas Program Specific Outcomes express what the graduates of a specific 
engineering program can do for accomplishment. Program outcomes are statements 
that define the knowledge what the graduates anticipated to know and the ability that 
can be achieved by the time of graduation. They must reveal the 12 Graduate attributes 
as illustrated by NBA (Annexure 1) of UG engineering courses. Similarly, Course 
outcomes are the measurable factors which assess performance of each student for 
each course that the graduate undertakes in every semester.  
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EXCLUSIVE TLP OF OBE   

 

The teaching-learning process (TLP) embraces the routes in which the 
educators trail to inject the skills, techniques and styles to the students. Anchored in 
the ethics of OBE, it has been acknowledged that all TLP must be methodically 
associated with the extensive and exact outcomes, obviously formulated for the 
educational program, clearly recognized by the students and irrefutably achieved in 
different ways. Dissimilar learners may take diverse routes, and atypical amounts of 
time or discrete numbers of attempts, to achieve the identical outcome.  

To tackle this, the educationalists need to utilize a blend of teaching strategies 
to allow pupils to expound the knowledge they have mastered. Amongst, an exultant 
strategy is that students slot mutually in couples or clusters in order to supplement the 
endowment of English. The educationalists should lead the course of action while 
students confer outputs such as role-plays, games and small talks. For paradigm, the 
fact is that the knowledge of grammar encompasses a mega deposit of rules along with 
how to maneuver the language tools well in communicating certain meanings. To teach 
English, the teaching faculty can use the advantageous social media as a tool to prop 
up. YouTube programs such as Ted talks on contemporary incidents and current 
affairs afford openings for learners to overtly create language efforts and meaningful 
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terms in English class. These social media programs train learners for reliable 
communication and autonomous language augmentation beyond the classroom 
atmosphere.   

MONITORING COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH (L2) CLASSES  
Seeing as shaping the apt and quantifiable outcomes very complicated and 

distinct for every discipline of education, the preference of clear-cut outcomes seems 
to be a base for disputes. For example, the outcomes for English Language Learning 
(ELL) cannot be appraised, because of its multifaceted skills such as written, 
communicative or expressive. Since English excels to be an extra-ordinary language, 
the preponderance of L2-needed industries namely Business Process Outsourcing 
(BPO), software centers, transcription businesses claim mostly the supreme power of 
the language by the employees. University teaching experts should profile the capability 
of college pupils to grasp and articulate themselves in English. In order to fulfill the 
visualized transformation in the education sector, a new technique and style has to be 
devised for the shift of knowledge and skills for pedagogues. A resilient approach in 
learning has to be traced to confront the mentor construing and kindling the students’ 
thought processes and also to facilitate the students in problem solving. In teaching L2, 
the faculty members need to fixate themselves on a mixture of prospects such as to 
resolve which area of knowledge and skills in English is mandated and to elucidate 
whether their students are getting these proficiency without any doubts. To be specific, 
the educators of English language should be the preeminent facilitators of the learners 
fairly than as transmitters of bookish knowledge, to adapt a new archetype in ELL.  

The utilization of OBE approach in L2 class aspires to enlarge the pupils’ 
capability of formal and colloquial talks in relevant circumstances.  In English class, the 
teachers and pupils generate a communicative platform where soft skills and 
performance-based activities such as individual presentation, pair discussion and 
collaborative discussion are taking the foremost part. English faculty members 
assimilate the interpersonal skills in ELL. The four central skills (Listening, Speaking, 
Reading and Writing (LSRW)) of language are employed so as to perfect the 
performance-based activities such as discussions and debates. To progress L2 skills, the 
pupils are gifted with the possibilities to participate actively in these tasks that intend to 
alter the fun-filled associations into brain-teased challenging notions. This accelerates 
the learners’ language impulses and verbal thoughts. Through partaking in these 
activities, learners ignite their own learning. Communication skills act as a mode of 
upholding the growth of lateral and creative thinking in order to distill the unrefined 
learners in ethnicity of L2. The pupils cultivate themselves when they are acquisitioning 
English. The lack of consuming L2 in the class impedes learners’ experience in 
interaction. The majority of learners, who had come from progressive schools, struggle 
with English interactive tasks, because of their deficiency in English. Hence, the 
English tutors call for a modification from a teacher-based slant to a learner-based 
slant. This alteration upsets the policies of the educationalists as they are expert in 
conventional TLP. In classical TLP of the languages, using lecturing/oral method 
would hinder the pupils’ cognition and accordingly cause default achievement.  As 
communication is an interactive process, response takes place if an appropriate 
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medium usage is there. The medium creates a tremendous bond between inputs and 
outputs via the encoders to the decoders.  

In OBE-based TLP, a consequential interaction occurs between pedagogues 
and androgogues, which bring out effectual English communication. Thus, OBE 
approach ensures the enunciation between tutoring and training, significance of 
learning and thus amplified motility for learners in career life. Apparently, the teaching 
faculty announces the learners previously on what is going to be taught in class. But, in 
preference to reporting straight, the lecturer inquires questions connected with the 
previous knowledge of that particular lesson in order to induce students' thinking into 
the current portion, going to be learnt. Yet, a few pupils seem to be engrossed in 
answering verbally; they take high efforts to put across their ideas in English and the 
tutor would help interpreting the learner’s answers. When questioning, some pupils 
respond well and some other pupils, due to their inefficiency, would not take part. In 
such milieu, the oral method is still employed minimally. At times, the prologue of the 
topics opens with article reading with the aim of exciting the pupils’ interest. Instead of 
teaching the units given in the curriculum, the mentors are preparing their own 
modules as per the illustration given in Bloom’s taxonomy (Annexure 2), the 
significant part of OBE, for giving the best inputs and outputs for doing self-
assessment exercises. The tutors are resourceful persons expending LCD 
presentations, handouts, worksheets, magazines to make their class lively. Every now 
and then, the students are importuned to put in plain words what they have 
comprehended to the entire class. As the pupils are more open toward their friends, 
the combined work facilitates better rather than individual work in the class. Students 
of today’s generation are easily bonded together and attempt to learn new things from 
their mates without hesitation.  
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The basic employability skills such as preparing written documents, giving oral 
presentations and practicing effective interpersonal communication are imperative to 
the pupils to review and realize the ultimo of up-to-the-minute situations. Those 
employability life skills are allowing them to pass on the communication skills to a new 
perspective. With a view of applying this, professional communication for engineering 
students can be divided into three eclectic segments namely efficient oral skills, 
interpersonal skills and advanced reading and writing skills.  

Progressing effective oral communication engrosses innumerable skills that are 
initiated and trained to the pupils throughout the Engineering curriculum. 
Distinctively, to be dynamic in oral skills, the pupils are given practical class on 
broadening their awareness about the significant role of communicative English in 
multi-process. Their development of oral skills is audience-oriented and 
correspondingly they practice their ability to be buoyant by escalating speech content 
and power pact delivery technique in real time. Students are given enough 
opportunities to investigate, plan and convey the skilled oral communication for a 
multiplicity of rationales integrating technical, informative and convincing speeches. 
Experimental, survey, case-study based research are being encouraged for group, pair 
and individual presentations. Conveying technical knowledge to non-technical listeners 
is put into practice. The pupils are projected to get attentiveness on a variety of writing 
genres that are specific to the engineering profession. For instance, report writing – 
analytical reports, academic reports, project proposals, job application, memos, 
minutes of meeting, agendas, circulars, notices and writing articles are some 
professional written concepts, valuable to improve and familiarize the students in 
learning many styles of technical written communication. Besides these, the pupils 
should be mastered in Data interpretation, as graphical representation takes a lion’s 
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share in vindicating information fastidiously within technical documentations. These 
concepts matter highly to the engineering graduates after they get employment. 

As Interpersonal skills are inevitable for an engineering graduate, he has been 
suggested to arbitrate the target audience to make out the chief factors such as intensity 
of accumulating technical core knowledge and the broad-spectrum of presenting his 
ideas on the academic knowledge. The main competent form of the communication 
can be done in an ample number of ways, disposing from a formal report to an 
informal chatting. The pupils are instructed to appreciate the loads of frameworks and 
reviews when deducing communication programmes. Since management relationships 
such as conflict management, stress management and time management are 
unavoidable to be learnt and maintained in official decorum, the students attempt to 
make out and deal with conflict in order to commune successfully. Getting an 
imminent outlook from inefficient communication such as stereotyping and 
ethnocentrism, turning away from exploitation of nepotism and power will facilitate 
the pupils to be more prolific in the working spot. While these professional 
interpersonal skills are described unambiguously in curriculum, all performances and 
tasks initiate collaborative learning and team work. Yet, the tutor converses in English 
all the time, some students would respond in their mother tongue. The proficiency of 
English language heaves as a risk factor to the huge number of pupils, due to the 
influence of their mother tongue. Although the faculty member has enforced to 
instigate OBE, if the pupils not engage in the class, the objectives cannot be 
accomplished. The crisis might be, on account of their previous school backdrops. 
After entering the college, the students are prompted constantly that they must speak 
English with their English tutors. However, they are not able to frame proper 
sentences, to verbalize their ideas in English and to comprehend what they are reading. 

MEASURES TO ENSURE THE TLP OF COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH 
An incessant training elevated from a basic level to intermediate/ advanced 

level is obligatory with the intention of ensuring the efficacy of TLP of Communicative 
English, nonetheless, the coaching that the pupils obtain would be very basic. The 
noteworthy is not only to be familiar with an assortment of teaching tools but also 
recognize how to completely make the most of what we have.  The prospectus, that 
the students given should be communicative-oriented and persistent. Every individual 
should take the accountability to provoke an optimistic energy in the educational 
institution by employing English in order to encourage the students to speak English. 
Encompassing interactive activities and lots of mock-ups would also catch the 
attention of the pupils into learning the language. Contemplating more on grammatical 
functions will obstruct the students' inquisitiveness. As the most quintessential thing 
the pupils need to gather is vocabulary, grammar loses its significance. Without 
vocabulary, the chance is very remote to form syntax and sentence to pronounce. The 
use of English-English dictionary as paraphernalia is a smooth modus operandi to 
increase the word power and to boost the understanding of English theories.  
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APPROACHES TO TRIGGER TEACHING-LEARNING APPRAISAL IN 
OBE 

 Crafting and fostering an educational newness culture is indispensable to perk 
up the educational success as well as pull off the desired learning outputs.  

 Educational Institutions should construct a compassionate setting for novelty 
in education and may reinforce Faculty Development Programs (FDP) on 
OBE and the instruments for its flourishing accomplishment. 

 Learning outputs may be plotted all the way through students’ program of 
study to mind up the appropriate time and the authentic situations, each 
learning outcome should be congregated.  

 It is then feasible to make use of both cumulative and seminal assessments to 
resolute how sound the preferred learning outputs are being assembled as well 
as ascertain the constructive or destructive impression of any educational 
modernization. 

 Demarcation of assessable learning end-results for engineering curriculum and 
relatable appraisal devices is momentous to the scrupulous upgrading of the 
educational knowledge to the students; exclusively those belong to the streak 
of engineering. 

 Beyond the lecturing, professionally the pupils may also be offered with a 
variety of appropriate practical learning occasions covering worldwide 
multidisciplinary experiences such as participating in internship programs, 
conferences, symposiums, workshops, industrial visits and individual/ group 
public presentations. 

 Engineering Institutions can persuade ventures with corporate sectors to put 
forward the efforts to advance the construction of curriculum.  

 The industrialists can also be informative to assess the worthwhile teaching 
sources, learning objectives and outcomes. 

 Besides the typical, collective teacher-course assessments, interactions between 
learners and tutors can be accustomed to get hold of more extensive 
information concerning the victory of the education experiences.  

 It is core to widen a process by which the appraisal data is examined to make 
out actions directing to step ups. Devoid of such procedure will compile the 
appraisal to lose much of its impact and also the students will not perceive it as 
a serious issue. 

 

II. CONCLUSION 
 

With a sense of exigency, there is an appalling constraint to take on board the 
OBE in all engineering institutes of India. National Board of Accreditation has to 
outline more awareness amongst the employers, corporatists, educationalists, teaching 
and supporting staff members, trainers, alumina and students on the originality of 
implementing OBE on all aspects across all stages of academics. Moreover, in order to 
harmonizing the learning outcomes in the review methods, breaking up the outlook of 
educators, parents and students away from ranking, installing this learner-centric 
approach is prerequisite. Thriving execution of OBE in engineering discipline is 
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probable only with the strenuous efforts of educational managements, universities and 
the government, as every individual takes reward out of this OBE approach. 

 
“Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree,  
it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid.” – Albert Einstein 
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Annexure 1 
Program Outcomes 
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Annexure 2 

 

 


